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About This Game

Environment

There are 20 unique biomes in Heat spread out over a 67km2 world, each with its own sub-biomes to explore. We developed a
unique way to create dense forest floors which requires players to clear the land in order to build. Explore vast and diverse

landscapes ranging from the cold mountainous peaks to the tropical seashores, and from the harsh deserts to the muggy
swamplands. Built from the roots up using real-world photogrammetric data, experience next generation graphics in both variety

and detail.

Stockpiles and Shipping Bin

We introduce a new concept in stockpiles. Heavy goods require physical space for storage, so while you can still store light
goods in your small containers, wood, stone, ore, and other heavy materials must be stored in large stockpiles. This gives players
a visual representation of their goods, and since stockpiles take up space, thought must also go into defending them. Each player

also can craft a stash container which accepts a mix of light and heavy goods to help get them started, but these come with
limited slots.

Players may also build shipping bins. These can be placed in your base and you may sell harvested, crafted, and farmed goods in
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them for in-game currency. Shipping bins also come with a catalog with which you may order items using your hard earned in-
game currency.

Farming and Cooking

Get farm-ready with the hoe, watering can, sprinklers, and scythe. Each tool has its own set of tiers, and there are a variety of
crops that may be planted. Fertilizers are also an important consideration for the aspiring farmer.

Once your crops have matured, harvest them and bring them to the cooking stations in order to produce a wide range of food
types. You may also decide to sell your crops in your shipping bin and buy more seed for your farming operation.

Building & Crafting

Construct your new home - From a quick hobo shack, a rustic cabin deep in the woods, a refined mansion, or a giant fortress.
Craft and place walls, floors, doors, windows, furniture, and other fixtures individually by your own design. Process goods with
sawmills, tanneries, smelters and other workstations. These materials will aid in crafting at various workstations and purchasing
blueprints. Protect your establishment with well-placed cannons and strategically planned fortifications using massive rampart

building sections.

Mounts, Livestock & Wildlife

The landscape is populated by a variety of American wildlife, all of which can be hunted - assuming you are not hunted
yourself. But they can also be tamed, whether as livestock or as a beloved pet. You may ride tamed horses, as well as other

animals - even bears!

Survival

Gather and hunt for food to keep yourself strong. Collect a variety of raw materials from nature for use in crafting, building and
refinement. Once you have the basics of sticks and stones down, you may begin your journey towards establishing yourself as an

industrious and powerful colony or even President of the United States.

There will be struggles and fallbacks along the way. Your character may be killed and robbed, where everything he or she has
equipped is taken. Your property may be broken into and looted by a gang of raiders lead by other players. But with plenty of

resources and defensive tactics at your disposal, raiders will be in for a serious fight.

Go Forth and Multiply

Start a family with other players or NPCs. Players can give birth to a newborn. The newborn grows to become a baby, the baby
then grows up to be a child, the child eventually becomes an adult.

A second option is to adopt from an orphanage by purchasing a baby basket in the shipping catalog. The baby will be inside the
basket delivered to you. Adoption is very expensive, but provides a guaranteed outcome.

Your children are a mix of the visual DNA of the two parents. Babies, children, and adults will need to feed and stay hydrated.

Once your kids become adults you can equip them with outfits, gear, and weapons. They can help protect you when you are
online.

Road Building

Build roads in the game or create pads around your base using the rake tool. Players may build roads using a variety of materials
ranging from wood chips, dirt, sand, gravel, pavement and more. Players may also place freshly cut lawn for a well-kept look.

Seats of Power
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As President, you own the Whitehouse, a section of land south of the monument, one intern, a golden gun, and two secret
service NPCs. You also get to set and collect a President’s land tax. Players may also become the Sheriff, Chief, or Governor.

Each are given their own areas, items, and NPCs.

Combat & Capture

On your adventures you'll encounter other players who may or may not be friendly. Likewise, you may not be so friendly either
given these tactics at your disposal:

- Fill 'em full of lead with plenty of handguns, rifles, shotguns and other firearms to craft.
- Take the more silent approach with bows and javelins that will leave your foes looking like a pin cushion.

- Get up in their face with melee instruments, or beat them down with some good old blunt force.
- Capture, restrain, and put them into your interrogation dungeon with its various contraptions.

- Messily dismember with a well-placed strike or shotgun blast.
- Blow them to smithereens with artillery cannon fire and TNT.

- Experience the thrill of vigilante justice from either a first or third person perspective.

Character Customization

Choose your gender and tune your appearance to your liking, including variations in skin tone, height and girth, the shape of
facial features, hair or lack thereof, and voice tone.
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Title: Heat
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Code}{atch
Publisher:
Code}{atch
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i7-4770 @ 3.4 GHz or AMD Ryzen 5 1300X @ 3.5 GHz

Memory: 12 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GPU GeForce 970 GTX (4GB VRAM), AMD RX560 (4GB VRAM)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 70 GB available space

Additional Notes: SSD strongly recommended. The game contains EAC anti-cheat technology.

English
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It's simple and fun! What's really nice about this game is that you can stock every ingredients freely in any way you want which
I think it's not the same as any other restaurant games. I may have not reach the level that you can farm your own ingredients
yet, but 2-3 of first level make me feel this game is so much enjoyable for me.
Totally recommend this game for sure! :D

P.S. : yep, this game was totally intense! after you got your own farm (level 12 above) the amount of customer that come to your
restaurant is increase a lot.
So the big tip for this game is that you should setting priority stocking item like these.
1. Tomato
2. Meat ( every kind of meat you want)
3. Salad
4. Bread

other than that is up to you. Also keep in mind that the shop won't have anything you need in each day. so sad. It's a good game
but i can't recommand it because the game freeze at the last level. We can't know the end of the story, which is really frustrating
!!!. I loved this game, but It struggles to even launch on Windows 10 and Rockstar is no help.. I love splinter cell series and yeah
this one is the best, blacklist is awesome but the story is deeper in this one

gameplay wise, blacklist win. pros:
-Pure content... If you need a game that will make you feel good and smile on a rainy day, this game is great. The story is simple
and cute and it only takes a few hours to play through it.
-Visually pleasing
-Easy to understand objective as they are pretty clearly laid out.
-Allows you to walk faster... yes, this is THAT imporant. Nothing annoys me more thn a game that forces me to move slowly.
-I enjoyed that they threw in "amount of energy" and money management, it makes you think more carefully about what you do.
-For the price it's totally worth it...

cons:
-Glitchy ♥♥♥♥ing achievments... I beat this entire game with nothing to show for it even though I should have gotten close to
all of them except the  "10 flower pot" achievment. This, was very upsetting for me as someone who enjoys unlocking
achiemvents to show for their hard work... Achivmenets validate all the time I waste gaming lol. This was upsetting enough to
where I probably wont do the harder mode play through.
-The controls kinda suck and you cannot change them around to fit what works for you. I have a gaming laptop and was
physically uncomfortable for a lot of it. BUT, after a while i did adjust/just got used to it.
-If you press f12 the FREAKING STEAM SCREENSHOT BUTTON FOR ALL GAMES, it exits the game without asking first
and without saving. This, was, infurriating... As I am also someone who likes to remember games by taking screenshots of the
most memorable moments.. Fun little game but lacks polish.

Pros:

- Nice variety of track pieces
- Scale & position features

Cons:

- Controls for steering are unreliable at best
- Track pieces don't snap together

I'm recommending this game hoping that there will be improvements. This game has a lot of potential and will be a must have
once it's a bit more polished.. Aight mate this game is trash lol.
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i thought this was going be a dating sim about a trap going to an all girls school,
"this is exactly what i thought it was"

. PROS:

-had potential if the creators gave a crap.

CONS:

-Sucked!!!
-No music except for maybe like 30 secs worth.
-doesnt really tell you what to do.
-thats about it.

#TrashOrTreasure
#Trash!!!!!!. This has been fairly fun to play to far. Each game is very short, lasting a matter of minutes. It looks like the longest
game played in the online highscores is only 10 minutes. The controls aren't customizable so if you're playing with a mouse, be
prepared to hold the left click down until your hand cramps, because that's the only way to fire, and you don't want to not be
firing (why isn't this automatic?) The game's contrast also leaves something to be desired, as it gets difficult to see the bad guys
coming at you. Also, since the screen is rectangular instead of square, enemies coming from the top and bottom of the screen
are much more dangerous than the same enemy from the left or right.

With some improvements, this game could be more fun. Not bad for a couple dollars.. edit 01\/31\/2017: Proved wrong. Really
wish they would have included some more basic stuff like: drawing symmetry and export to tif or psd (lossless image formats)
in the new update. Would be happy to work with the developers to give feedback, I think this project has a lot of promise.

original review 01\/30\/2017: Software seems dead, should have researched more before purchasing. Will change review if
proved wrong!. Decent for the price, Shame you can't buy more for other soldiers.. This game is fun but needs a lot of work
done but this guy who created this game did it by him self most early access games that come out have way more bugs than this
guys keep up the good work

Pros- Amazing graphics
cool shooting mechanic
its funny when ever the enmies flop to their death
Cons- Slow paced
hard to find enemies
nothing really deadly when u get ur armor up
no servers ;(

Overall this game is pretty fun and funny maybe you will to. Cool plants vs zombies type of game (But your units advance
instead of being stationary), you'll have to destroy the enemy's base, while defending your own.. Great comedy.

Video quality is okay at 1080p, you see quite a lot of jagged lines but it's perfectly watchable.

Sound quality is average. The mics they use are quite old and of poor quality, however there are closed caption available which
portray both what is said and what is trying to be said (There's a joke about spelling which is portrayed correctly). Sound levels
could use adjusting, the intro is very loud with the voices being quiet, there are explosions which are very loud.

Overall it's an enjoyable experience.
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